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Abstract 
 
This paper explores language assessment issues in researching 
bilingual/bi-dialectal speakers of Croatian and Italian at preschool age. 
The data consists of 52 transcripts of bilingual narrative discourse 
produced by 26 participants. A qualitative analysis of non-standard forms 
was adopted to categorize them into language errors or non-standard 
forms. The results show how different interpretations of non-standard 
language features can influence research results and give the unfavorable 
image of children’s language competence. A different perspective could 
be applied: non-standard forms as indices of linguistic creativity that 
allows narrative fluidity.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of language in our life is paramount and “speech and 
language development is a cornerstone for successful outcomes later in 
life” (Beitchman & Brownlie, 2005). To get insight into language 
competences, researchers have been analyzing spoken language samples, 
such as narrative discourse. Narrative discourse has been widely used as 
means to investigate and assess the overall language competence, specific 
language skills, linguistic or discourse features in monolingual and 
bilingual children, with or without language disorders (e.g. Tsimpli et al, 
2015, Kunnari et al, 2015, Pearson, 2002). However, research on 
discourse competence is not an easy task, since the interweaving of all 
language components and various narrative features, i.e. discours’ micro 
and macro level, presents a methodological challenge for researchers 
(Gillam, Pena & Miller 1999). Exploring the discourse of bilingual 
speakers takes an additional effort, since the analysis needs to be 
conducted on two languages, often structurally different or with different 
sociolinguistic and/or psycholinguistic status.  
Variation in the input is an important factor that affects language 
development, which can present a greater challenge when assessing 
bilingual development compared to monolingual development. 
Typically, the term bilingualism refers to the ability of a person to use 
two different languages (Grosjean, 2021). However, the term refers also 
to competence in two varieties of the same language (most often a 
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standard and non-standard variety), so called vertical bilingualism 
(Pavličević-Franić, 2005) or bi-dialectalism (Sanfelici&Roch, 2021), as 
well as to one's' ability to speak a non-standard variety of language A and 
a standard variety of language B (Beatens Berdsmore, 1986). Thus, the 
fact that a bilingually raised child is often exposed to non-standard idioms 
of both languages can present a methodological issue for the researchers. 
Kuvac and Cvikic (2003) question the usefulness of talking about ‘child 
language’ as a theoretical concept representing something homogeneous 
when in reality child languages are malleable by linguistic input which 
could greatly differ from the standard language, even in a monolingual 
setting. On one hand, child language is formed by input of standard and 
non-standard variations (motherese, dialects, jargons etc.) that will result 
in a specific organic idiom, i.e. idiolect, which is more or less distant from 
the standard language. On the other hand, even the definition of a native 
speaker being an ideal standard to be compared to, is questionable since 
‘nativeness is an articulated, composite, and dynamic state which may 
result from the interaction between linguistic cognition and extra-
linguistic factors’ (Sanfelici&Roch, 2021). In other words, the 
‘nativeness’ might be a notion to be expected from adult speakers, but 
not necessarily from children. This is particularly important for children 
at preschool age whose language is developing and more prone to home 
& environment input since the majority of standard language input is tied 
to formal schooling. This paper explores language assessment issues in 
researching bilingual/bi-dialectal speakers of Croatian and Italian at 
preschool age.  
 
Linguistic context 
The participants of this study belong to a bilingual community in Croatia, 
living in the city of Rijeka and in the county of Istria. The reason being 
historical and geographical ties that region had with Italy resulting in the 
situation (according to Census 2011) where in total 16 481 people (7% of 
all  inhabitants of Istria and 2 % of all inhabitants of Rijeka) declared 
their mother tongue Italian (www.dsz.hr).  
In the county of Istria two standard languages (Croatian - the language of 
the majority, and Italian - the language of the national minority) are used 
in line with the Constitutional law. Even though the 
institutional/administrative Croatian-Italian bilingualism is practiced in 
Istria county, linguistic diversity is greater, due to the fact that other 
national minorities (eg. Albanian, Bosnian, Serbian) live in the county 
and use their mother tongue (Poropat Jeletić, 2015). Poropat Jeletić 
(2015) claims that Istrian linguistic repertoire is marked by a complex 
relationship between Croatian-Italian bilingualism (use of two separate 
linguistic codes) and diglossia (use of two varieties of the same language 
with specific social functions), resulting with a complex heteroglossic 
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diversity (for more details see Poropat Jeletic, 2015). In Istria standard 
Italian has a positive status in the community and there is the possibility 
of formal schooling in Italian at all levels. The variant of Italian spoken 
in the community is Istrovenetian, a subvariety of the Venetian dialect 
(ISO 639-3 code: VEC). Therefore, the first Italian variant children 
acquire is Istrovenetian, not standard Italian. The exposure to standard 
Italian is mainly tied to formal schooling, if parents chose their child to 
be schooled in Italian or by learning Italian as L3 in schools, while their 
preschool exposure is restricted to media (watching Italian programs, 
cartoons), family members reading books or attending Italian preschools. 
Regarding the Croatian language, the county of Istria is a region where 
organic Chakavian dialect is in use (Lisac, 2003). However, beside the 
Chakavian dialect, in the community is in use a Croatian language variety 
that is a koine of dialectal, standard and non-standard features, defined as 
a colloquial style (Silić, 2006) or low-variety of the standard language 
(Matešić, 2007). For the purpose of this study it will be named a general 
non-standard variety of Croatian. Also, due to increasing migration into 
the region in the last 30 years, other Croatian dialects/vernaculars (mostly 
based on Stokawian dialect) are present in the community. Standard 
Croatian is present in education, administration and in the media.  
 
RESEARCH 
Aim 
The aim of the study is to get insight into the specifities of bilingual 
preschool children’s narrative discourse. Specifically, if and to what 
extent non-standard forms are used when elicited to tell a story in their 
dominant and non-dominant language.  
 
Method 
The transcripts analysed for this study were selected from the Hržica & 
Roch bilingual corpus (2020) that is part of the CHILDES Database 
Croatian Narrative Corpus: MAIN 
(https://childes.talkbank.org/access/Slavic/Croatian/MAIN.html). The 
corpus consists of transcripts of oral language samples elicited using the 
narrative material in the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for 
Narratives (MAIN) (Gagarina et al., 2012) adapted for Croatian 
(Hrzica&Kuvac Kraljevic, 2012) and for Italian (Roch&Levorato, 2012). 
MAIN was specifically designed to assess the narrative skills of bilingual 
or multilingual children (aged 3 to 10). The material contains four stories 
(two for telling and two for retelling) presented in a six-picture sequence. 
A bilingual child tell/retell a story in L1/A and another story in L2/B. 
Participants’ telling was recorded, transcribed using the CHILDES 
procedures (for more detail see Hrzica&Roch, 2020). 
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For the purpose of this study 52 discours samples (transcripts) produced 
by 26 children were selected. The participants were bilingual Croatian-
Italian preschool children (mean age = 6,1) from the western part of 
Croatia who had been attending kindergarten in Italian at least 18 months 
at the time of the study. The parents reported that the children were not 
simultaneous bilinguals but were exposed to the two languages for more 
than two consecutive years at the moment of the study. All participants 
have Croatian as a dominant language measured by standardized tests 
(PPVT and TROG 2, for more details see Roch & Hržica, 2020). 
Each participant produced two narratives, one in Italian and one in 
Croatian. Children’s storytelling was not extensive thus determining the 
shortness of transcripts (approximately 40 - 90 word range).  
 
Analysing procedure 
Due to the small size of the dataset, and according to the purpose of the 
study, qualitative analysis was performed in order to gain insights into 
the linguistic features of bilingual children’s elicited storytelling in their 
two languages. In order to determine types of non-standard forms, as well 
as their frequency, present in bilingual preschool children’s narrative 
discourse, the transcripts of spoken language samples were coded. Any 
non-standard occurrence was given one of the following code: 1 - Errors 
- non existing forms, 2 - Morphological/syntactic mistakes - existing 
forms but used incorrectly (e.g. incorrect auxiliary verb in the past tense, 
incorrect agreement in number or gender, etc.), 3 - Dialectal word/form , 
4 - Colloquial word/form, 5 - Codeswitching (L1 word/form used in L2 
discourse and vice versa), 6 - L1 and L2 fusion. Each non-standard form 
would be coded 1 - 6 according to the specified category. Same codes 
were summarized. Such coding allows for both qualitative and non-
inferential quantitative analysis.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Croatian (L1, dominant language) narrative discourse 
Table 1 provides the breakdown of non-standard occurrences in Croatian 
according to type and frequency. As shown in Figure 1, the participants 
used standard and non-standard variations (dialectal word/form (f)=25 
and colloquial word/form (f) = 35) of Croatian when retelling a story in 
the dominant language. Examples of dialectal word/form occurrences 
found in the transcripts are: ‘i otišo ča’, ‘mačak je čapal jednega malog’, 
‘i onda je pošla ča iskati za jisti’, while examples of colloquial forms are: 
‘i gledao šta radi’, ‘onda pas je grizo macu’,   ‘nemojte letit dolje i gore’. 
Errors (i.e. non existing forms) were present (f)=23 and some examples 
of errors are: ‘i mačka je pobjegnula’,’i onda ju otrijeva’, ‘i onda lisaca’. 
Morphological/syntactic mistakes were rare (f)=2 (‘on je gladna,’dva 
ptice’). Variations of their L2 (Italian) were not used.  Therefore,  29% 
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of  all non-standard forms used in L1 narration are errors and mistakes, 
while 71% are dialectal or colloquial forms. 

Table 1 Breakdown of non-standard occurrences according to type x 
frequency x language 

Non-standard occurrence type Croatian Italian 

errors 23 26 

morp/sint mistakes 2 29 

dialectal word/form 25 23 

colloquial word/form 35 0 

codeswitching 0 22 

L1-L2 fusion 0 11 

	
Italian (L2, non-dominant language) narrative discourse 
Table 1 shows the breakdown of non-standard occurrences in Italian by 
type and frequency. It can be seen from the data in Figure 2 that  the 
participants used standard and non-standard variations (dialectal 
word/form (f)=23) of Italian when retelling a story in their non-dominant 
language. Some examples of dialectal words/forms are: ‘gatto ze qui’, 
‘quasi ha ciapo un piccio uccellino’, ‘il gatto ga schampa’. Interestingly, 
while the participants used only different variants of L1 when retelling a 
story in L1, when retelling a story in L2 they used a larger set of linguistic 
resources from L1 and L2. Words from their dominant language were 
used. Croatian words where used in two ways, either incorporating a 
Croatian word in the communication unit (e.g. ‘e gatto bjezi, cane lovi’,’ 
mamma dà i rossi crv’, ‘e qui il gatto dok non viene cane’ ) or 
‘Italianizing’ a Croatian word by fusing a Croatian stem with a 
grammatical morpheme or adding an Italian grammatical feature non 
present in Croatian (e.g. ‘ha plivato’, ‘la repo’,  ‘la koza è in acqua’). 
Codeswitching occured (f)= 22, while the L1-L2 fusion (f)= 11. There 
was also one occurance when a dialectal Croatian stem was fused with 
Italian morphemes (‘la ticione’). Errors (f) = 26 (e.g. ‘la mamma si 
spaurisce’, ‘il gatto si irampica’, ’avivano adesso tutti’) and 
morphological/syntactic mistakes (f)=59 were present. A larger part of  
morphological/syntactic mistakes (f)=25 belongs to non applying a L2 
grammatical feature because transferring L1 grammar to L2 (i.e. the 
absence of articles in front of nouns in Croatian). Other types of mistakes 
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are incorrect auxiliary in the past tense (e.g. ‘è mangiato’,’è preso’,’ha 
andato’) or incorrect number/gender agreement (e.g. ‘piccolo 
ucellini’,’un ucelli’,’una ucello’). 18% of all non-standard occurrences 
are errors.  
Taken together, data shows how language output of preschool children is 
marked by various linguistic input from their environment (i.e. dialectal 
and colloquial forms). The traces of non-standard forms is 
understandable since the increase of standard input  will commence with 
schooling. The study confirmed the claim by Kuvac and Cvikic (2003) 
that child language should not be compared with standard language 
norms because by doing that the specificities of their organic idiom are 
labeled as errors and may erroneously indicate atypical developmental 
patterns. When using their weaker language, bilingual preschool children 
utilize a wider pool of linguistic resources in order to  accomplish the 
linguistic task. In doing that, they create new forms composed by features 
of both languages, they use codeswitching or use L2 forms but in 
grammatically incorrect ways which can be seen as an intermediate stage 
of learning. Consequently, non-standard forms could be seen as indices 
of language creativity to achieve narrative fluidity and non-standard 
features should be equally valued as standard ones. Leivada et al (2017) 
conclude that non-standard varieties allow for greater grammatical 
fluidity, which is especially important in the preschool age. Namely, 
language is a prerequisite for learning (Beacco et al., 2010) and one of 
the most important factors for academic achievement (Pace, 2019). 
Further, non-standard forms give a fascinating insight into unique 
language developmental patterns marked by different language contexts 
children live in.  
However, with a small sample size, further research is needed with a 
larger sample using a more refined coding system paired with 
extralinguistic factors. 
 
CONCLUSION  
This study investigated the presence of non-standard language features in 
narrative discourse of Croatian-Italian bilingual children. The results 
proved that in both languages only a small percentage of all deviations 
from the standard language are made of linguistic errors, while the great 
percentage consists of various types of non-standard forms. 
The conducted research gave us the insight into variability and diversity 
of language features that characterise children’s discourse. It also shows 
the need to rethink the standards that we apply to assess children's 
language competences to get more realistic and reliable results. This is  
of special importance for the field of educational linguistics and literacy 
research, since the level of discourse competence is one of the strongest 
predictors of literacy development (Zanchi, Zampini & Fasolo, 2020). 
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Early identification of any language problem and consequently a timely 
intervention is crucial. To achieve that, there is a need of establishing a 
typical developmental pattern based on ecologically valid language 
samples. A valid sample could be only the one that comprise children’s 
language at all levels, as narrative discourse does. Moreover, its 
assessment has to take into consideration all specificities of children’s 
language development, in the first place the non-standard characteristics 
of language output, which should be treated as a positive sign of language 
development and creativity.  
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